Common and distinct genomic events in sporadic colorectal cancer and diverse cancer types.
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a major cause of cancer morbidity and mortality, and elucidation of its underlying genetics has advanced diagnostic screening, early detection, and treatment. Because CRC genomes are characterized by numerous non-random chromosomal structural alterations, we sought to delimit regions of recurrent amplifications and deletions in a collection of 42 primary specimens and 37 tumor cell lines derived from chromosomal instability neoplasia and microsatellite instability neoplasia CRC subtypes and to compare the pattern of genomic aberrations in CRC with those in other cancers. Application of oligomer-based array-comparative genome hybridization and custom analytic tools identified 50 minimal common regions (MCRs) of copy number alterations, 28 amplifications, and 22 deletions. Fifteen were highly recurrent and focal (<12 genes) MCRs, five of them harboring known CRC genes including EGFR and MYC with the remaining 10 containing a total of 65 resident genes with established links to cancer. Furthermore, comparisons of these delimited genomic profiles revealed that 22 of the 50 CRC MCRs are also present in lung cancer, glioblastoma, and/or multiple myeloma. Among 22 shared MCRs, nine do not contain genes previously shown genetically altered in cancer, whereas the remaining 13 harbor 35 known cancer genes, of which only 14 have been linked to CRC pathogenesis. Together, these observations point to the existence of many yet-to-be discovered cancer genes driving CRC development, as well as other human cancers, and show the utility of high-resolution copy number analysis in the identification of genetic events common and specific to the development of various tumor types.